Grove Creek Raceway - Event Info and Guidelines
Following are some CDC/MDH Guidelines and rules for drivers and spectators plus the weekend event
schedule.
CAMPING:
Is allowed, but must maintain a 50' distance between campsites at their centers (unless you are from
the same household). We have a lot of open space at our facility, we ask that you please police
yourselves so that we can continue to have events with camping. Please use your own personal
facilities as much as possible.
SOCIAL DISTANCING:
We ask that you please practice the 6' social distancing on the grounds, grandstands and in the building
where the floors are marked for concessions and driver sign-in.
OTHER CDC/MDH Guidelines:
- If you are SICK or are experiencing ANY of the COVID-19 symptoms or if you are not ready to
be out in the public, PLEASE STAY HOME.
- Please follow all other CDC/MDH signage on the grounds as posted.
COME PREPARED:
- Please bring your own masks & gloves (strongly suggested but not mandatory), sanitizer
products etc and your own personal pen for filling out your paperwork.
- Drivers please print and pre-fill the following forms to bring with you.
- 2020 Season Pit Vehicle Registration & Agreement
- Minor Release Waiver for those 17yrs and under
- Please have checks or correct cash ready at the front gate and driver sign-in to help minimize
direct contact. We are not set up for credit cards and do not have an ATM.
Gate Prices:
- $15 (age 13+)
- $6 (ages 7-12)
- $10 per night/per camper

Drivers Sign-In:
- Pit Veh Reg - $10
- Money Class - $75 ($35 BuyBacks)
- Trophy Class - $35 (incl Jr St)
- Jr Dragster Classes - $25
- Testing - $45 (Incl Jr St)
- Testing Jr Dragsters - $30

WEEKEND SCHEDULE:
- Fri: Gates Open 5p-9p for Camping
- Sat: Gates Open 8a, Testing 9a-2p, Nite Race TT Starting at 3p
- Sun: Gates Open 8a, Jr Dragster Challenge Event TT Starting at 9:30a
Looking forward to getting underway, thank you for your patience as we learn how to deal with the 'New
Normal'! Please help us to do it right so we can continue to do so! Drive Safe and see you all soon!

